THE BORDER UDF held it's regional Annual General Meeting
(AGM) at an undisclosed venue for
fear of interference by South African and Ciskeian police forces .
Over 250 delegates drew up a plan
of action for the year . The AGM
focused mainly on ways to intensify
ongoing campaigns and struggles
along with other Border organisations outside the United Democratic Front .
The following are the major
targets of the region's offensive ;
• The release Mandela campaign :
The region sees this campaign as
pivotal to most campaigns and
struggles. When appropriate . rallies will be held . The RMC will
encompass the campaign for the
unbanning of the African National
Congress and the return of exiles .
• The Anti-Pass campaign : The
formation of the Congress of South
African Trade Unions has revived
the anti-pass campaign of the fifties .Workshpexlaingth
effects of pass laws will be held . The
Border region will align with
Cosatu which will spearhead the

campaign .
• Border hopes to involve the
UDF nationally in an anti-rent campaign . A national civic organisation
conference linked to the campaign
is being organised . A national civic
association structure to co-ordinate
activities was seen as important .
Wilber Sbali was elected to co-ordinate civics in the region . The Border region will also work to create
and consolidate rural Civic bodies .
. On the education crisis delegates discussed organising alternative schooling if the government
closed schools in the region . The
idea of 'the people's education' will
be defined thoroughly after it has
been taken to students and other
relevant educational bodies .
• The Cost of Living and
Unemployment Campaign was
seen as a result of the economic
crisis. The two campaigns were
initiated
Cosatu's Unemployed
Workers' Union (Unewu) . The
AGM hoped Unewu would frustrate employers' attempts to break
the workers' strike by building solidarity between workers .

• It was resolved that women's
groups in the region should unite in
preparation for the national launch
of a women's organisation . Ms
Lumka Jobo was entrusted with the
task of co-ordinating women's
organisations in the region .
Smuts Ngonyama was elected
youth co-ordinator to prepare for
the national launch and to help
strengthen Border youth organisations .
The ACM rejected negotiations
with the City Council and the governmenttFir,moe
affiliates will put their demands to
these institutions and monitor their
responses .

is a police stopped
• The East London supreme court
granted an interim order restraining Ciskeian Security Police from
illegally forcing five members of the
Dimbaza Youth Congress (DYCO)
to answer questions .
Mongezi Tube, Solomon Goni,
Ncedani Kwelide, Clifford Twebe
and Thamsanqa Smoyana brought
the court action against the minister
of Justice, Mr Takane and the Com
.miTsheyonclrafdP
to have been assaulted and
detained for questioning several
times since last year .

In an affidavit Tube claimed they
had been assaulted at the Dimbaza
police station in Zwelitsha while
being interrogated about their
activities and those of their Youth
Congress .
Tube listed a number of occasions
when he claimed they were either
assaulted or made to do strenuous
exercises and at times subjected to
electric shocks . The alleged interrogations stretched from July last year
to March 1986 . Tube said
is
would continue detaining, assaulting and generally ill-treating them
unless prevented from doing so .
The return date is August 4 .

